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ABSTRACT
Loop-invariants are crucial in program analysis and veri�cation.

Many approaches based on machine learning have been proposed

to generate loop-invariant automatically. Existing learning-based

approaches, however, have limited capability in generating disjunc-

tive loop invariants. In this work, we present a novel technique

to learn disjunctive loop-invariants based on the loop structure.

We partition program states according to not only whether they

satisfy the loop-invariant to be generated but also which part in

the loop they visit. Classi�cation techniques are then employed to

construct a predicate for each partition, separating program states

which satisfy the loop-invariant from those do not. Subsequently,

a disjunction of these predicates and the path condition for each

partition is generated as a candidate loop invariant. Afterwards,

we check whether the program can be veri�ed with the candidate

invariant. If not, counterexamples are generated to help re�ne our

learning. Furthermore, in order to learn simpler invariants (invari-

ant with fewer disjunctive clauses), we further propose a technique

to unwind the program structure adaptively. The evaluation re-

sults show that our approach can e�ectively learn disjunctive loop

invariants.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In order to reason about the correctness of programs, Hoare Logic

was introduced in [32], where loop-invariants are central to verify

loop-containing programs against its speci�cation. If an invariant

is provided for each loop in the program, the problem of program

veri�cation can be solved through logical deduction using auto-

mated constraint solvers. In addition, loop-invariants are useful
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in compiler optimization, program understanding, etc. Generat-

ing loop-invariants automatically, however, is highly challenging,

which has since become a key problem in program veri�cation.

Many approaches have been proposed for loop-invariant gener-

ation, e.g., template-based approaches [10, 17, 29] and approaches

based on abstract interpretation [18, 25, 43]. However, generating

disjunctive loop-invariants, which are required for proving the

correctness of certain programs, is still considered as a highly non-

trivial problem. Among the existing approaches, template-based

approaches documented in [10, 17, 29] may generate disjunctive in-

variants if the user provides disjunctive templates. However, know-

ing what disjunctive templates are relevant is often challenging.

Approaches based on abstract interpretation [6, 9, 19, 40] have lim-

ited support for disjunctive invariants due to the complexity in

maintaining such expressive abstract domains.

In recent years, a number of learning-based approaches have

been proposed [3, 23, 34, 46–48], some of which are capable of

learning disjunctive loop-invariants. These approaches dynamically

execute the program and gather program states at run-time. Based

on the gathered program states and their labeling (i.e., whether they

should satisfy the loop invariant to be generated or not), a candi-

date loop-invariant is generated using machine learning techniques.

Sharma et. al. [48] proposed the SVM-I algorithm, which is based on

the classical support vector machines (SVMs) [12, 41] algorithm, to

learn conjunctive invariants. The algorithm can be applied to learn

one particular form of disjunctive loop-invariants if we reverse the

labels on the training sets and take the negation of the learned pred-

icate as the candidate loop-invariant. In [24], Garg et. al. proposed

to learn loop-invariants in the form of an arbitrary boolean combi-

nation of a set of predicate templates through decision trees [42].

Like template-based approaches, the predicate templates must be

pre-de�ned. Thus, only simple templates like ±x ± y ≤ c where

|c | ≤ m are used in their work. In [47], the authors proposed to

apply PAC learning techniques for invariant generation. It has been

demonstrated that their approach may learn invariants in the form

of arbitrary boolean combinations of a given set of propositions.

Similarly, the propositions must be pre-de�ned. In addition, Sharma

et. al. [45] proposed to decompose multi-phase loops into several

single-phase loops with the ‘splitter predicates’. Through this trans-

formation, a loop with disjunctive invariants can be converted into

several loops with non-disjunctive loop-invariants. Their approach

however only applies to a limited class of loops.

In this work, we propose a new approach to generate disjunc-

tive loop-invariants. Central to our work is the observation that

a disjunctive loop invariant is necessary often due to branching

statements in the loop. That is, often di�erent invariants might

be satis�ed for di�erent branches in the loop. We thus design our

learning algorithm to utilize the knowledge of the structure of

the loop. Our approach is based on existing learning-based ap-

proaches [36, 48]. We collect at run-time the program states when

the loop head is reached. Di�erent from existing approaches, we par-

tition the program states (if necessary) according to which branches

1
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each program state visits in the loop. A valid partitioning is de�ned

based on a cut on the loop structure. For each partition, a hypothe-

sis is learned through classi�cation algorithms. Furthermore, each

partition is associated with a path condition which de�nes the

condition required to visit that partition. Afterwards, a candidate

loop-invariant is constructed as the disjunction of the hypothesis

conjuncted with the corresponding path condition.

Since the number of clauses in the resulting invariant depends

on the number of partitions, it is desirable to have a cut which

results in a small number of partitions. Choosing an improper cut

may lead to partition explosion. Therefore, we design an algorithm

to heuristically �nd a good cut by adaptively traversing the loop

structure in a top-down manner. It assumes loop invariants can be

synthesized in a way similar to how programs are developed.

In summary, our work makes the following contributions.

• Firstly, we present an approach to partition program states

based on loop structure and design an algorithm to learn

disjunctive invariants based on the partitions. We show

that multiple existing approaches [36, 45, 48] can be re-

garded as special cases of our approach.

• Secondly, we design a heuristic algorithm to search for a

good program partitioning which would lead to a disjunc-

tive loop-invariant with fewer clauses by exploring the

structure of the loop adaptively.

• Lastly, we implement our approach as a prototype tool

and evaluate its performance with a comprehensive set of

benchmarks. The results show that our approach is more

e�ective in learning disjunctive loop-invariants compared

with existing approaches.

The remainders of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2

de�nes the loop-invariant generation problem. Section 3 presents

our approach in details. Section 4 presents the cut search algorithm.

Section 5 evaluates our approach. Section 6 reviews related work

and Section 7 concludes.

2 INVARIANT LEARNING
In this section, we �rst de�ne the loop-invariant generation pro-

gram. Let V = {x1, x2, · · · , xn } be a �nite set of program variables.

For simplicity, we assume they are of type boolean, integer, �oat or

double. A valuation of the program variables, s = {x1 7→ v1,x2 7→
v2, · · · ,xn 7→ vn } where v1,v2, · · · ,vn are constants, is called a

program state. For simplicity, it is written as s = (v1,v2, · · · ,vn )
when the set of variables are clear from the context. Let ϕ be a

predicate constituted by variables in V . ϕ is viewed as the set of

valuations of V such that ϕ evaluates to true. We thus write s ∈ ϕ
to denote that ϕ is evaluated to true given s . Otherwise, we write

s < ϕ. For example, if a program contains two variables x and y,

V = {x ,y} and a program state is of the form s = (a,b) where a and

b are values of x and y. Let s be (0,1); ϕ1 be x + y > 0; and ϕ2 be

x > 0. We have s ∈ ϕ1 and s < ϕ2.

2.1 Loop Invariant
For simplicity, we assume that a program and its correctness speci-

�cation are given in the form of a Hoare triple:

{Pre} while (Cond ) {Body} {Post }

where Pre is the precondition; Post is the postcondition; Cond is

the loop condition and Body is the loop body. Pre , Cond and Post
as predicates constituted by variables in V . Body is an imperative

program that updates variables in V . The Hoare triple is valid, if

for all the program states s ∈ Pre , when we execute the program

with initial program state s , after the loop terminates, the resulting

program state s ′ ∈ Post . Equivalently, we say that the program

is correct with respect to the precondition and postcondition. For

simplicity, we assume that the given program is deterministic with

respect to the postcondition. That is, given any program state s , if

we execute the program with initial program state s , after the loop

terminates, the resulting program state either always satis�es the

postcondition or always fails the postcondition.

The goal of loop veri�cation is to either prove or disprove the

Hoare triple. To prove it, we would like to �nd a loop-invariant Inv

which satis�es three conditions [32].

Pre⇒ Inv (1)

{Inv ∧ Cond} Body {Inv} (2)

Inv ∧ ¬Cond⇒ Post (3)

where Inv is a loop-invariant. Note that if the Hoare triple is valid,

there must exist a loop-invariant Inv satisfying the three condi-

tions [32]. To disprove a Hoare triple, we would like to �nd a vari-

able valuation s such that s ∈ Pre and executing the loop until it

terminates results in a valuation s ′ such that s ′ < Post . For simplic-

ity, we assume the loop always terminates and refer the readers

to [4, 15] for research on proving loop termination.

Example 2.1. An example Hoare triple is shown in Figure 1a,

where the assume statement captures the precondition and the

assert statement captures the postcondition. The variables of the

program are x , y and N , all of which are integers. Note that we

interpret integers as mathematical integers (i.e., they do not over-

�ow). Given a Hoare triple, we can always test its validity through

testing. If we test the program from the program state s = (0,0,0),
the precondition is satis�ed and the program state s = (3,−1,0) is

reached after the loop which satis�es the postcondition. We can

prove the program with Inv ≡ (y < 0 ∧ x < 2 ∗ N + 4) ∨ (y ≥
0 ∧ x ≤ N ∧ x ≥ y) ∨ (y ≥ 0 ∧ x > N ∧ x + y ≤ 2 ∗ N + 2).

2.2 Guess and Check
Following [36, 48], we adopt a guess-and-check approach to form

loop-invariant and check its validity repeatedly. The overall ap-

proach is shown in Algorithm 1. We start with randomly generat-

ing a set of valuations of V , denoted as SP , at line 1 (a.k.a. random

sampling). Random sampling provides us an initial set of samples

to learn the �rst candidate loop-invariant. Next, for any valuation

s in SP , we execute the program starting with variable valuation s
and record the valuation of V after each iteration of the loop. We

write s ⇒ s ′ to denote that if we start with valuation s , we obtain s ′

after some number of iterations. At line 3 of Algorithm 1, we add all

such valuations s ′ into SP . Next, we categorize SP into four disjoint

sets: CE, Positive, Negative and NP . Intuitively, CE contains pro-

gram states which can be used to disprove the Hoare triple; Positive

contains those program states which satisfy any loop invariant

which proves the Hoare triple; Negative contains those program
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1 assume(N ≥ 0
&& x = y
&& x ≤ N);

2 while(y ≥ 0) {
3 if (x ≤ N) {
4 y := y + 1;
5 } else {
6 y := y − 1;
7 }

8 x := x + 1;
9 }

10 assert(x < 2 ∗ N + 4);

(a) A Hoare triple

y:=y+1

x:=x+1

assert
(x<2*N+4)

x<=N

2

3

6

assume
(N>=0 

&& x==y 
&& x<=N)

10

1

y>=0

y<0

x>N

4

8

End

y:=y-1

init

(b) The transition system

Figure 1: An illustrative Example

states which must not satisfy any loop invariant which proves the

Hoare triple; and NP contains the rest. Formally,

CE (SP ) ={s ∈ SP |s ∈ Pre ∧ ∃s ′.

s ⇒ s ′ ∧ s ′ < Cond ∧ s ′ < Post }

A valuation s in CE(SP ) starts from a valuation s0 which satis�es

Pre and becomes a valuation s ′ which fails Post when the loop

terminates. If CE (SP ) is non-empty, the Hoare triple is disproved.

Positive(SP ) ={s |∃s0 ∈ SP . ∃s
′. s0 ⇒ s ′ ⇒ s ⇒ sn∧

s ′ |= Pre ∧ sn 6 |= Cond ∧ sn |= Post}

Positive(SP ) contains a valuation s if there exists a valuation s0 in

SP which satis�es Pre and becomes s after zero or more iterations.

Furthermore, s subsequently becomes s ′, which satis�es Post when

the loop terminates.

Neдative (SP ) ={s ∈ SP |∃s0,s
′.s0 < Pre∧

s0 ⇒ s ⇒ s ′ ∧ s ′ < Cond ∧ s ′ < Post }

Negative(SP ) is a valuation s which starts from a valuation s0 vio-

lating Pre and becomes a valuation s ′ which violates Post when

the loop terminates.

NP (SP ) = SP − CE(SP ) − Positive(SP ) − Negative(SP )

NP (SP ) contains the rest of the samples.

Proposition 2.2. [36] If the Hoare triple is valid, there exists

a loop invariant Inv satisfying condition (1), (2) and (3) such that

Positive (SP ) ⊆ Inv and Neдative (SP ) ∩ Inv = ∅.

A program state in NP (SP ) may or may not satisfy an invariant

Inv which satis�es condition (1), (2) and (3).

After obtaining the samples, method learn(SP ) at line 4 in Algo-

rithm 1 is invoked to generate a candidate invariant ϕ. We leave

the details on how a candidate loop-invariant are generated in later

subsections, which is the contribution of this work. Once a can-

didate is identi�ed, we move on to improve it through selective

sampling. The basic idea is to generate additional test cases close

to the boundary between program states which satisfy ϕ and those

which violate ϕ so as to re�ne ϕ. Since it is not the contribution

Algorithm 1: Algorithm GuessAndCheck ()

1 Let SP be a set of randomly generated valuations of V ;

2 while not time out do
3 Add all valuations s ′ s.t. s ⇒ s ′ for s ∈ SP into SP ;

4 Call learn(SP ,P) to generate a loop-invariant ϕ;

5 Improve ϕ through selective sampling;

6 if ϕ is null then
7 Report “failed” and break;

8 if ϕ satis�es (1), (2) or (3) then
9 Report “proved” and break;

10 Add program states violating (1), (2) or (3) into SP ;

of this work, we refer the readers to [36] for details. At line 8, we

check whether ϕ satis�es the three conditions. In particular, we

check whether any of the following constraints is satis�able or not

using an SMT solver [7, 20].

Pre ∧ ¬ϕ (4)

sp (ϕ ∧Cond,Body) ∧ ¬ϕ (5)

ϕ ∧ ¬Cond ∧ ¬Post (6)

where sp (ϕ∧Cond,Body) is the strongest postcondition obtained by

symbolically executing program Body starting from precondition

ϕ ∧ Cond [21]. If all the three constraints are unsatis�able, we

successfully prove the Hoare triple with the loop invariant ϕ. If any

of the constraints is satis�able, a model in the form of a variable

valuation is generated, which is then added to SP as a new sample.

Afterwards, we restart from line 2, i.e., we execute the program

with the counterexample valuations, collect and add the variable

valuations after each iteration of the loop to the four categories

accordingly, move on to learning and so on.

Example 2.3. For the program in Figure 1, assume the initial

variable valuation set is SP = {(0,0,0), (0,1,0)}. After executing

the program with these initial valuations, we can collect the valua-

tions after one or more iterations of the loop. These valuations are

then grouped into the four sets as described above. In particular,

Positive(SP ) = {(0,0,0), (1,1,0), (2,0,0), (3,−1,0)}, andNegative(SP ) =
{(0,1,0), (1,2,0), (2,1,0), (3,0,0), (4,−1,0)} and the other two sets

are empty. We then make a guess of the invariant Inv by learning a

classi�er such that Positive (SP ) ⊆ Inv and Neдative (SP )∩Inv = ∅
are satis�ed. Then we can check whether we are able to verify the

program with Inv .

2.3 Classi�cation
Like existing learning-based approaches for loop-invariant gen-

eration [36, 48], we employ classi�cation techniques to generate

candidate loop invariants, i.e., to implement function learn(SP,P)
in Algorithm 1. In the following, we brie�y introduce how classi�-

cation algorithms work.

In the simplest setting, it is assumed that there is a training set

containing two sets of labeled samples, i.e., set P contains samples

which are labeled as positive and set N contains samples which

are labeled as negative. The goal is to learn a function f which

accurately predicts the labels of samples arising in the future. In the

3
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setting of generating loop-invariants, classi�cation techniques are

adopted to generate classi�ers for Positive (SP ) and Neдative (SP )
as candidate loop-invariants. Note that since NP (SP ) may or may

not satisfy the loop-invariant to be generated. As suggested in [36],

we can additionally generate classi�ers separating Positive (SP )
from Neдative (SP ) and NP (SP ) or separating Neдative (SP ) from

Positive (SP ) and NP (SP ) as candidates. For simplicity, we focus

on generating classi�ers for Positive (SP ) and Neдative (SP ) in this

work.

There are many existing classi�cation algorithms. For instance,

the decision tree algorithm [42] learns classi�ers in the form of

boolean combinations of a given set of propositions (a.k.a. features).

It constructs simple classi�ers by iteratively discovering propo-

sitions which maximize information gain. A commonly applied

supervised classi�cation algorithm is SVM [12]. SVM is a super-

vised machine learning algorithm for classi�cation and regression

analysis [12]. In general, the binary classi�cation functionality of

SVM works as follows. Given P and N , SVM generates a perfect

classi�er to separate them if there is any. Note that in our setting,

any classi�cation error is intolerable and thus the classi�cation

algorithms must be tuned to generate perfect classi�ers. Formally,

a perfect classi�er ϕ for two sets P and N is a predicate such that

s ∈ ϕ for all s ∈ P and s < ϕ for all s ∈ N . SVM by default learns

classi�ers in the form of a linear inequality, i.e., a half space in the

form of c1x1 + c2x2 + · · · ≥ k where xi are variables in V and ci
are constant coe�cients. The SVM-I algorithm proposed in [48]

extends SVM to learn classi�ers in the form of a conjunction of

multiple linear inequalities. The algorithm is further extended to

learn conjunctions of polynomial inequalities in [36].

As shown in [36], SVM and SVM-I can be very powerful in

learning conjunctive invariants. However, the program in Figure 1a

can not be handled with these algorithms, as the required invariant

contains both conjunction and disjunction.

3 LEARNING BASED ON STRUCTURE
Next, we present the details of our invariant learning approach

based on program structures. In the following, we �x a Hoare triple

{Pre} while (Cond ) {Body} {Post }.

3.1 Program Structure
Without loss of generality, we assume that the program can be

modeled as a transition system P = (S ,init ,T ,L). S is a �nite set

of states, corresponding to the control locations in the program.

init ∈ S is a unique entry point (i.e., the start of the loop). T ⊆
S × S is a set of edges which captures the control �ow, i.e., an

edge from state s to s ′ means that the control �ow can transit

from the control location represented by s to that presented by s ′.
Lastly, L is a labeling function which labels each transition with

a guarded command [д]f where д is a guard condition and f is a

function updating variable valuation. Note that д is used to model

branching conditions whereas f is used to model variable-updating

statements like assignments. For instance, Figure 1b shows the

transition system (a.k.a. control �ow graph) of the program in

Figure 1a.

A program path is a sequence of connected transitions π =
〈(c1,c2), (c2,c3), · · · , (ck ,ck+1)〉 such that c1 = init and (ci ,ci+1) ∈

T for all i . We write paths (P) to denote all �nite paths of P. Let

[дi ]fi be L((ci ,ci+1)) for all i . We can construct the corresponding

path condition as: PC (π ) = ∃v2, · · · ,vk+1. д1 ∧ (v2 = f1 (v1)) ∧
д2∧· · ·∧дk∧(vk+1 = fk (vk )). A test execution ofP from a program

statev0 is a sequenceπ = 〈(v0,s0),t0, (v1,s1),t1, · · · , (vk ,sk ),tk , · · · 〉
where vi is a valuation of V , si ∈ S , L(ti ) = [дi ]fi and vi ∈ дi , and

vi+1 = fi (vi ) for all i , and c0 = init .

3.2 Program States Partitioning
As discussed above, existing learning-based approaches generate

candidate loop-invariants by learning a classi�er separating Positive (SP )
and Neдative (SP ). For Hoare triples which require disjunctive loop-

invariants to prove, we may �nd that there is no classi�er which

can completely separate Positive (SP ) and Neдative (SP ).
In the following, we explain why partitioning the program states

in Positive (SP ) and Neдative (SP ) might be useful to learn dis-

junctive loop invariants. Assume the actual loop-invariant is in

the disjunctive normal form of ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∨ · · · ∨ ϕn where ϕi is

a conjunctive clause for all i . If we partition the program states

in Positive (SP ) and Neдative (SP ) into n partitions such that Pi
contains all those program states in Positive (SP ) which satisfy ϕi
and Ni contains all those program states in Neдative (SP ) which

satisfy ϕi , there must be a conjunctive classi�er which perfectly

separate Pi and Ni , which could be potentially learned using the

SVM-I (or SVM) algorithm. The issue is of course how we partition

the program states without knowing ϕi . Di�erent from the data

driven approach, i.e. ICE with decision trees, which can be viewed

as partitioning program states based on predicates, we propose to

use the structure information to partition program states. In order

to partition program states based on the program structure, we

de�ne the notion of cuts in the following.

De�nition 3.1. A cut of a program P = (S ,init ,T ,L) is a set of

transitions C ⊆ T such that at least one transition in C is visited by

any test execution of the program.

Given a cutC and a set of program states S , we can partition the

program states in S according to which transition inC is visited �rst.

That is, the result of the partition is a set of set of program states,

i.e., each transition t in C is associated with a subset of program

states in S such that for each s in S , the test execution from s visits t
before any other transitions in C . We write partitiont (S ,C ) where

t ∈ C to denote the partition which is associated with transition t .

Example 3.2. For the program shown in Figure 1a, if the cut is

{(1,2)}, there is only one partition, which contains all the program

states. If the cut is {(2,3), (2,10)}, the program states are partitioned

into two, one containing those entering the loop and the other

containing those skipping the loop. If the cut is {(2,10), (3,4), (3,6)},
the program states are partitioned into three: one containing those

skipping the loop, one containing those satisfying the condition

at line 3 (in the current iteration) and one containing the rest.

{(3,4), (3,6)} is not a valid cut according to our de�nition.

The following states that given a cut, we can uniquely partition

every program state.

Proposition 3.3. Let C be any cut and SP be any set of program

states.

∪t ∈Cpartitiont (SP ,C ) = SP

4
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm дenerate (SP ,C )

1 let invariant I := false;

2 let fts be ∅;

3 fts for each transition t in C do
4 Obtain PCt ;

5 Let P = partitiont (Positive (SP ),C );

6 Let N = partitiont (Neдative (SP ),C );

7 Let ϕt be SVM-I (P, N );

8 if ϕt , null then
9 I = I ∨ (PCt ∧ ϕt );

10 else
11 Add t into fts;

12 return (I , fts );

and

partitionc (SP ,C ) ∩ partitiond (SP ,C ) = ∅

for all {c,d } ⊆ C . �

We say that two cuts are equivalent if and only if for any set

of program states, the cuts result in the same partitioning of the

program states. For instance, for the program shown in Figure 1a,

the two cuts {(2,10), (2,3)} and {(2,10), (8,2)} are equivalent.

Next, we associate each transition t in cutC with a path condition

PCt . Intuitively, PCt is the path condition which must be satis�ed

by any test execution which visits t before any other transition in

C . Formally, PCt is de�ned as follows:

∨
π ∈path(P,t ) PC (π ) where

path(P,t ) is the smallest set of �nite paths of P such that: for all

〈t1,t2, · · · ,tn〉 ∈ path(P,c ), tn = t and ti < C for all 1 ≤ i < n.

Lemma 3.4. Given any cut C , ∨t ∈C {PCt } = true .

Proof. We prove this by contradiction. Assume that∨t ∈C {PCt } =

true is not true. There must exist a program state s which does not

satisfy any of the PCt , which implies that s does not visit any of the

transitions set in C and thus contradicts the de�nition of cuts. �

The following theorem forms the basis of our approach on parti-

tioning and learning.

Theorem 3.5. Given any cutC , the Hoare triple is valid if and only
if there exists some predicateϕt for all t ∈ C such that

∨
t ∈C PCt ∧ϕt

is a loop-invariant satisfying the three conditions.

Proof. if: It is trivially true. only-if: If the Hoare triple is valid,

there exists an invariant inv which satis�es rule 1, 2 and 3. Let ϕt
be inv for all t . We have

∨t ∈C {PCt ∧ ϕt } ≡ ∨t ∈C {PCt ∧ inv}

≡ ∨t ∈C {PCt } ∧ inv

≡ inv by Lemma 3.4

�

Based on the above theorem, in order to learn disjunctive loop

invariant, one way is to learnϕt for each t in a given cut. The follow-

ing establishes that each ϕt can be learned through learning classi-

�ers separating program states in Positive (SP ) and Neдative (SP )
in the corresponding partition.

Proposition 3.6. For any transition t in a cut C ,

partitiont (Positive (SP ),C ) ⊆ ϕt

and

partitiont (Neдative (SP ),C ) ∩ ϕt = ∅

As a consequence, for each transition t in C , a classi�er ϕt sepa-

ratingpartitiont (Positive (SP ),C ) andpartitiont (Neдative (SP ),C )
perfectly can be generated. Afterwards, we can construct a candi-

date loop-invariant through ∨t ∈C {PCt ∧ ϕt }. Intuitively, we are

more likely to generate ϕt than generating a classi�er separat-

ing Positive (SP ) and Neдative (SP ) since there are fewer program

states inpartitiont (Positive (SP ),C ) andpartitiont (Neдative (SP ),C ).
Algorithm 2 shows the details on generating a loop invariant.

It takes the the set of program states SP and a cut C as inputs.

There are two variables: I is the placeholder for the invariant and

the set f ts contains all and only transition t such that we cannot

generate the classi�er ϕt . Note that f ts ⊂ C . I is initialized as

f alse , and f ts is initially empty. In the loop from line 3 to 11, the

algorithm enumerates all the transitions in C . For each transition t ,
the path condition PCt is calculated at line 4. For programs with

no nested loops, the set of all paths reaching a transition t , written

as path(P,t ), is �nite and thus we construct PCt as the disjunction

of path condition of all paths in path(P,t ). For programs with

nested loops, the set path(P,t ) is unbounded and thus we cannot

enumerate them. However, a close look at the proof of Theorem 5

show that we can replace PCt with an over-approximation and

the proof still stands. Thus, in this work, for programs with nested

loops, we simply set PCt to be true.

At line 7, the SVM-I (or SVM for simplicity) algorithm is em-

ployed for learning a classi�er in the form of a conjunctive inequal-

ity (or a linear inequality). If the classi�cation succeeds, we update

I with a new disjunctive clause, i.e., PCt ∧ ϕt . Otherwise, we add

t into f ts (so that a di�erent cut will be used as we explain in the

next subsection). There are two outputs. One is that f ts is an empty

set after the loop is �nished, in which case an invariant candidate

has been successfully generated. The other is that f ts is not empty,

in which case we identify a di�erent cut and try again.

We note that for the partition partitiont which skips the loop

body (e.g., the partition corresponding to the transition (2,10) for

the example in Figure 1b), ϕt can be obtained directly from the

postcondition Post , as all the variable valuations in this partition

should satisfy Post , or else a counter-example can be generated

to disprove the triple. Moreover, in our setting, ϕt = Post is also

adequate for the proving the three conditions. Nevertheless, we do

not distinguish such partition with the others in the following.

Example 3.7. For the program in Figure 1, assuming we are given

a cut C = {(2,10), (3,4), (3,6)}, we partition program states accord-

ing to which path a program state takes, i.e., either skipping the

loop, taking the if-branch or taking the else-branch. Based onC , we

partition the states in Example 2.3 and obtain the path conditions

and partition predicates as shown in Table 1 where Pt is short for

partitiont (Positive(SP ),C) andNt is short for partitiont (Negative(SP ),C).
The predicate ϕ (2,10) equals to Post . Other predicates ϕt can be

generated through SVM algorithm (if more program states are pro-

vided). With these path conditions and partition predicates, the

loop invariant shown in Example 2.3 can be composed.

5
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t (2,10) (3,4) (3,6)

PCt y < 0 y ≥ 0 ∧ x ≤ N y ≥ 0 ∧ x > N
Pt (3,-1,0) (0,0,0) (1,1,0),(2,0,0)

Nt (4,-1,0) (0,1,0) (1,2,0),(2,1,0),(3,0,0)

ϕt x < 2 ∗ N + 4 x ≥ y x + y ≤ 2 ∗ N + 2

Table 1: Example partition

4 SEARCHING FOR THE CUT
In our approach, a cut with too many transitions would result in

a disjunctive invariant with many clauses, whereas a cut with too

few transition may result in no learned invariant at all if if some

partitions are inseparable. Therefore, �nding a good cut is a key

problem in our approach.

Existing approaches in [36, 48] can be viewed as special cases

of our approach where two particular kinds of cuts are adopted.

Previous learning-and-guess approaches which do not explore the

loop structure can be viewed as using a cut which results in one

partition only. In such a case, we ignore the program structure

and all program states SP are contained in one partition. For the

example in Figure 1a, one such cut is {(1,2)}. The bene�t of having

one partition only is that if a candidate loop-invariant is generated,

it is simple (i.e., having only one clause). However, if Positive (SP )
and Neдative (SP ) are inseparable (i.e., a disjunctive loop-invariant

is required), no candidate loop-invariant is identi�ed.

In [36], the authors brie�y discussed the idea of partitioning

program states according to the program path a program state

visits in the loop. This approach can be viewed as using a cut which

contains one transition for each path in the loop. For the example in

Figure 1a, one such cut is {(2,10), (3,4), (3,6)}. While having such

a cut may allow the approach in [36] to learn some disjunctive

loop invariants, it has two problems. One is that it dose not apply

to programs with nested loops since the number of paths in the

loop in unbounded due to the inner loop. The other is that there

might be many paths in the loop which leads to many partitions

and a complicated disjunctive loop-invariant with many clauses

(which may require many samples to learn). For instance, if there

are n number of conditional statements in the program, there might

be 2
n

paths in the worst case. Having a overly complicated loop-

invariant is not ideal since it may be challenging to verify. Ideally,

we would like to learn loop-invariants which are simple and yet

satisfy the three conditions. For instance, the invariant learned for

the program in Figure 1a using such a cut is more complicated

than needed. We will show how to learn a ‘better’ invariant in the

following.

In order to identify ‘better’ cuts, we �rst de�ne a partial order

on cuts.

De�nition 4.1. A cut C is better than a cut C ′, written as C ′ ≤ C ,

if #C ≤ #C ′ where #C is the number of transitions in C and both

C and C ′ result in a candidate loop-invariant, or C results in a

candidate loop-invariant and C ′ does not.

Our aim is thus to �nd a ‘best’ cut, i.e., one such that there does

not exist a better cut. Intuitively, by enumerating all the possible

cuts associated with a given transition system, we can �nd the ‘best’

one by comparing each of them according to the above de�nition.

Algorithm 3: Algorithm learn(SP ,P)

1 Let C be a set containing all outgoing transitions from init ;
2 Let expanded and visited both be ∅;

3 while true do
4 if C ∈ visited then
5 return null;

6 Add C into visited ;

7 Let (I, fts ) := дenerate (SP,C );

8 if fts = ∅ then
9 return I ;

10 for each transition (s, s ′) in fts do
11 if (s, s ′) is in expanded then
12 continue;

13 expanded := expanded ∪ {(s, s ′) };
14 if s ′ has no outgoing transition then
15 return null;

16 Substitute (s, s ′) with outgoing transitions of s ′ in C;

Such algorithm is impractical as the number of possible cuts are

exponential in the number of transitions. Therefore, we propose a

heuristic algorithm to �nd a good cut, by incrementally exploring

the loop structure in a top-down manner.

Intuitively, our approach is based on the idea that the structure of

a loop (and a program in general) is a re�ection of the programming

model in the developer’s mind. When we read a program, we often

do a top-down manner (i.e., read from the beginning of a program

and explore the inner structure of a block of code only if we cannot

develop an understanding of the block without its inner details).

We believe that loop-invariant generation should follow a similar

process. For instance, given the program shown in Fig. 1a where

there is a branch in the loop. If we can learn an invariant regarding

the loop as a black-box, we would prefer not to explore the structure

of the loop. Only if we could not learn regarding the loop as a black-

box, we explore the loop structure. Thus, the basic idea of our

approach is, only when our learning fails on a cut, we create a new

cut by splitting the exactly failed partitions into small partitions

according to the loop structure.

In the following, we present our algorithm for identifying a good

cut. The details are as shown in Algorithm 3. The algorithm takes

the program state SP and the program P as inputs. It maintains

three variables: C is the current cut, expanded is the set of transi-

tions in S which have been expanded, and visited are cuts which

have been tried before. C is initialized as the set of outgoing transi-

tions from init . Note that in our setting, there is only one transition

from init to the start of the loop. The loop from line 3 to 16 tries

di�erent cuts each time to learn loop-invariants. At line 4, we �rst

check whether the cut C has been tried before. If it is, we report

failure. Otherwise, we add C into visited . At line 7, we attempt

to generate a loop invariant using classi�cation. If it is successful

(i.e., satisfying the condition at line 8), we return the candidate.

Otherwise, for each transition (s,s ′) in f ts which corresponds to

a partition which cannot be classi�ed, we replace (s,s ′) with all

outgoing transitions from s ′. Intuitively, this is so that the parti-

tion corresponding to (s,s ′) is further partitioned. There are two

6
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Figure 2: An abstract example

exceptions though. One is that s ′ has no outgoing transition, in

which case we report failure. The other is that (s,s ′) is in expanded
already, in which case, we do not add outgoing transitions of s ′.
Intuitively, this prevents trying the same cut again.

In fact, the classi�cation algorithms can also e�ect the cut re-

turned by Algorithm 3. On one hand, if there is a powerful classi�-

cation algorithm that can classify any separable data, Algorithm 2

would generate a perfect classifer and thus no program structure

needs to be uncovered. So Algorithm 3 always return the initial cut

as the result. On the other hand, if a poor classi�cation method is

applied, the program structure needs to be unwinded very deeply

before we can prefect classify the associated samples. To show the

strength of our approach, we only adopt SVM and SVM-I as the

learning algorithms.

Example 4.2. For the example in Figure 1a, the algorithm works

as follows if SVM-I classi�cation algorithm is adopted. InitiallyC is

{(1,2)}, which means there is only one partition SP . As shown above,

program states in SP are inseparable using the SVM-I algorithm,

and thus we replace (1,2) with two outgoing transitions from 2,

i.e., (2,10) and (2,3). Thus, C becomes {(2,10), (2,3)}. Applying

Algorithm 2, we succeed in learning a classi�er x < 2 ∗ N + 4

for the partition associated with transition (2,10) and a classi�er

x ≥ y ∧ x + y ≤ 2 ∗ N + 2 for the one associated with (2,3). So the

generated loop-invariant is: (y < 0 ∧ x < 2 ∗ N + 4) ∨ (y ≥ 0 ∧ x ≥
y ∧ x + y ≤ 2 ∗ N + 2).

By contrast, if SVM classi�cation is adopted, the partition associ-

ated with the transition (2,3) can not be learned. Thus two outgoing

transitions (3,4) and (3,6) replace (2,3) in the cut. Now,C becomes

{(2,10), (3,4), (3,6)}, with which our approach can generate exactly

the same invariant as in Section 3.

In addition, if we instead apply the approach [48], we are unable

to learn any candidate. If we apply the approach in [36] which

partitions program states for every execution path in the loop,

we may learn a loop invariant with three clauses as is shown in

Section 3, if su�cient samples are provided.

We use the abstract example in Figure 2 to show that our ap-

proach can handle nested loops. Assume the current cutC contains

the transition (d,e ) and we fail to generate a classi�er for the parti-

tion corresponding to transition (d,e ). We replace (d,e ) in C with

transition (e,d ), (e, f ), and (e,д). Furthermore, if we fail again to

generate a classi�er for the partition corresponding to transition

(e,d ), since (e,d ) has been added into expanded , we end up with a

cut containing (e, f ) and (e,д) but not (e,d ).
A close look at the algorithm shows that it only leverages the

structure of the nested loop in its �rst iteration. For instance, if an

inner loop head has three outgoing transitions t0, t1 and t2, assume

there exist a state which visits t1, t2 and t0 successively and a state

which visits t1 and t0 consecutively. They are always parititioned

in the same categories, as both of them encounter the transition t1
�rst. However, a better solution would distinguish these two states.

To the best of our knowledge, there are two ways to handle this.

One is to distinguish all the di�erent transition in the inner loop,

which is equally to enumerate all the paths in a loop and thus is

impractical for most loops with unbounded number of iterations.

The other is to apply the same approach to the inner loop to obtain

the inner loop-invariant, with which we can handle the (outer) loop

later. But the problem with this strategy is we need to know the

precondition and postcondition for the inner loop.

In the following, we brie�y discuss the complexity of Algorithm 3.

It can be easily proven that Algorithm 3 always terminates if Algo-

rithm 1 always terminates. Intuitively, expanded never decreases

during each iteration and its size is bounded by the number of

transition in the program (which is �nite). If expanded is not in-

creased during one iteration, every transition in f ts must be in

expanded , in which case the current C remains the same and thus

the algorithm terminates at line 5.

5 EVALUATION
We have implemented our approach as an extension of the open

source Zilu toolkit developed initially in [36]. In the following,

we refer to our version as Zimu [1]. It is written with a combi-

nation of C++ and shell codes (for invoking external tools). Our

implementation uses LibSVM [14] as a primitive classi�cation en-

gine. For verifying candidate loop-invariants, we modify the KLEE

project [13] to symbolically execute C programs prior to invok-

ing Z3 [20] for checking the satis�ability of condition (4), (5) and

(6). Note that integer-type variables in programs are encoded as

integers in Z3 (i.e., not as bit vectors).

In order to check the e�ectiveness of our approach in learn-

ing disjunctive loop invariants, we choose benchmark C programs

from multiple sources, such as previous publications (e.g., [22–

25, 27, 33, 36]) and the software veri�cation competitions 2017 [8].

Due to the few number of benchmark programs which require

disjunctive programs reported in previous publications, we addi-

tionally construct 5 simple programs, including ‘testb’, ‘testb_ex’,

‘testc’, ‘testc_ex’ and ‘zimu’ (the program in Figure 1a). We have

a total of 76 programs. All of them are available at [1]. Unless oth-

erwise stated, all the experiments are conducted using x64 Ubuntu

16.04.2 (kernel 4.8.0-58-generic) with 3.60 GHz Intel Core i7 and 32G

DDR3. For execution, we limit the maximal number of guess-and-

check iterations to 2 in Zimu. Due to randomness in generating the

initial set of samples, each experiment is executed for 5 times and

we report the medium as the result. In the following, we investigate

the following research questions (RQ).
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Table 2: Experiment results on “simple” programs

invariant type benchmark Zilu1 Zimu

linear 02, 03, 07, 08, 11, 14, 25, 26-29, 32, 33, 35, 47-50 3 3

conjunctive 04, 06, 09, 10, 13, 15-20, 22-24, 30, 34, 36-39, 41-43 3 3

Table 3: Experiment results on programs with branches or disjunctive postcondition

Zilu1 Zimu Ziluf ICE-CS ICE-DT-e ICE-DT-p InvGen CPAChecker

program 37 time 37 time ](c ) 37 time ](c ) 37 time 37 time 37 time 37 time 37 time

benchmarks with non-disjunctive invariants

add 3 10.06 3 11.71 1 3 9.20 2 7 10.73 7 TO 7 TO 7 0.08 3 1.44

apractic 3 4.22 3 6.29 1 3 5.69 3 3 1.09 3 1.36 3 1.01 7 0.05 3 1.55

cav 3 5.40 3 9.86 2 3 5.62 4 7 TO 3 23.83 7 TO 7 0.92 3 153.20

dillig02 3 8.41 3 7.80 1 3 7.33 3 3 0.56 3 0.75 3 0.69 3 0.04 3 1.40

dillig05 3 8.10 3 10.81 1 7 TO - 3 0.49 3 0.71 3 0.67 3 0.06 3 1.37

dillig08 3 5.43 3 5.56 1 7 17.78 - 3 0.50 3 0.68 3 0.65 3 0.08 3 1.59

trex2 3 5.22 3 4.96 1 3 4.86 4 3 0.69 3 0.86 3 0.87 7 0.08 3 1.48

trex3 3 24.36 3 14.44 1 3 5.12 6 3 3.46 3 0.98 3 0.90 7 0.20 3 1.46

zilu05 3 74.65 3 27.73 2 3 6.52 3 3 0.89 3 0.93 3 0.86 7 0.06 3 1.53

zilu12 3 6.86 3 6.58 1 3 6.92 3 3 0.54 3 0.69 3 0.66 3 0.08 3 1.30

zilu44 3 4.59 3 4.64 1 3 5.16 4 3 0.74 3 1.26 3 1.01 7 0.07 3 1.41

benchmarks with disjunctive invariants

dillig13 7 TO 7 TO - 7 TO - 7 TO 7 TO 7 TO 7 0.06 3 1.39

dillig19 7 TO 3 62.87 3 3 40.05 3 3 44.23 3 2.95 3 1.80 7 0.07 3 1.58

dillig35 7 TO 3 23.74 3 3 6.96 3 3 0.71 3 0.77 3 0.86 7 0.06 3 1.46

ex1 7 TO 3 16.10 3 3 5.74 3 7 TO 7 TO 7 TO 7 0.39 3 84.81

ex2_1 7 TO 3 17.32 3 3 5.92 3 7 TO 7 TO 7 TO 7 0.41 3 89.58

ex2_2 7 TO 3 26.05 3 3 5.93 3 7 TO 7 TO 7 TO 7 0.19 3 100.52

�g1 7 TO 3 75.61 2 3 4.60 2 3 0.69 3 1.09 3 10.9 7 0.03 3 1.28

�g2 7 27.52 3 13.98 2 3 9.52 4 7 12.51 7 TO 7 TO 3 0.11 3 1.39

�g3 7 TO 3 11.82 2 3 4.59 3 3 0.85 3 0.95 3 0.88 7 0.05 3 1.38

interp1 7 TO 3 7.96 2
−1 3 28.59 2 7 18.26 7 TO 7 TO 3 0.09 3 1.71

pldi082 7 148.81 3 11.98 2 3 8.36 3 7 67.67 7 TO 7 TO 7 0.31 3 1.72

pldi08 7 TO 3 56.78 2 3 4.64 2 3 0.62 3 0.82 3 0.78 7 0.03 3 1.57

popl 7 TO 3 20.84 3 3 7.06 3 7 128.31 7 TO 7 TO 7 0.06 3 30.81

popl_ex 7 TO 3 22.13 3 3 9.12 4 7 124.03 7 TO 7 TO 7 0.21 3 103.73

square 7 TO 3 9.86 1 3 4.47 2 7 14.31 7 TO 7 TO 7 0.05 7 1.25

sum1 7 5.64 3 17.42 3 3 6.23 3 3 2.49 3 1.32 3 1.21 7 0.06 3 1.69

sum4 7 20.09 3 7.11 3 3 4.98 3 3 2.92 3 4.74 3 2.04 3 0.07 3 2.22

sum4c 7 TO 3 18.38 3 3 7.99 3 3 2.64 3 1.21 3 1.10 7 0.34 3 1.31

sum4c_ex 7 TO 7 TO - 7 TO - 7 45.72 7 TO 7 TO 7 0.04 7 1.47

testb 7 TO 3 45.30 4 3 4.85 4 3 0.61 3 0.81 3 0.77 7 0.03 3 1.39

testb_ex 7 TO 3 37.80 4 3 4.85 5 3 0.57 3 0.75 3 0.73 7 0.03 3 1.49

testc 7 TO 3 113.77 6 3 5.09 6 3 1.14 3 0.96 3 0.91 7 0.05 3 1.45

testc_ex 7 TO 3 100.83 6 3 4.95 6 3 1.03 3 0.90 3 0.86 7 0.06 3 1.49

zimu 7 TO 3 11.98 2 3 8.36 3 7 50.57 7 TO 7 TO 7 0.07 3 1.72

RQ1: Does using loop structures improve loop-invariant generation?

To answer this question, we compare Zimu systematically with

Zilu [36]. There are two settings of Zilu reported in [36]. One

is denoted as Zilu1 which can be regarded as a version of Zimu

without program state partitioning. The other is Ziluf , which can

be regarded as a version of Zimu, in which there is one partition

for every program path. Note that Zimuf can not handle programs

containing nested loops. The parameters in our experiments are set

as follows. Selective sampling [36] is enabled in all three versions.

The ratio between random sampling and selective sampling is set

to be 5:1. Other parameters are set as default.

The experiment results are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3,

where 3 means that the Hoare triple is veri�ed, 7 means there is

no conclusive results or false positives, TO means timeout after 6

minutes, and ‘-’ means not available. In particular, Table 3 contains

detailed results on programs whose loop body contains conditional

branches or whose postcondition contains disjunctions, whereas

Table 2 contains brief results on the rest of the programs. The reason

for partitioning the programs is that Zimu and Zilu1 are expected

8
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to have di�erent results only for those programs in Table 3. Our

experiment results con�rm that Zimu and Zilu1 generate the same

loop invariants and successfully verify those programs in Table 2. In

Table 3, the �rst column shows benchmark programs, and the next

8 columns show details on verifying the Hoare triple through Zilu1,

Zimu and Ziluf . We show whether the veri�cation is successful

(37) and the number of disjunctive clauses (](c )) in the generated

invariant. Note that for program interp1, one of the clauses is

equivalent to false and it is shown as 2
−1

.

The results show that Zimu successfully veri�es all 35 but 2

programs in Table 3, whereas Zilu1 fails to verify 25 programs and

Ziluf fails to verify 4 programs. In particular, Zilu1 fails to verify

any program which requires a disjunctive loop invariant. Zimu

fails to verify the two programs due to two reasons, ‘sum4c_ex’

due to a polynomial invariant is needed for the program; while

‘dillig13’ can not be handled due to a nondeterminism choice in

the loop condition. We remark that the loops in these benchmark

programs often contain nondeterministic choices, which are often

used to model I/O environment (e.g., an external function call).

In general, our approach works as long as the non-determinism

is irrelevant to whether the post-condition is to be satis�ed or

not and the program state partitions are disjoint. However, if the

loop contains a nondeterministic branch and a program state may

nondeterministically either of the branches, the same state may be

contained in both partitions if both branching transitions are in

the cut. This undermines the proof of Theorem . In such a case, the

disjunction of the classi�ers learned for each partition (conjuncted

with the path condition) is a weaker constraint, which may still

work as a candidate loop invariants. This is why although there are

several benchmark programs contain nondeterminism but Zimu

only fails to verify one of them.

A close investigation shows that Ziluf fails to verify the two

programs (‘dillig05’ and ‘dillig08’) which Zilu1 and Zimu suc-

cessfully verify. This is also due to nondeterminism. For these two

programs, non-deterministic choices are present in the loop body.

As only linear/conjunctive invariants are needed for both cases,

Zilu can handle these invariants while Zimu also successfully learn

the invariants before unwinding the inner structure of the loops.

The di�erence between Zimu and Ziluf is also shown in the num-

ber of clauses in the generated invariant. For 17 (out of 31) programs,

Zimu leans an invariant which has less clauses than that learned

by Ziluf . Given that having a simpler loop invariant is often help-

ful [2], we consider Zimu to be better than Ziluf (i.e., veri�es more

programs and learns simpler invariants).

RQ2: Does Zimu outperform existing state-of-the-art tools on ver-

ifying these programs? Ideally, we would like to compare with

those tools reported in [23, 24, 44–48]. Unfortunately, many of

them are not maintained. We instead compare Zimu with three

state-of-the-art tools on loop invariant generation and program

veri�cation in general. ICE [23] is a framework which learns loop

invariants through a guess-and-check approach using examples,

counter-examples, and implications. The original ICE implemen-

tation (ICE-CS) applies constraint solvers to �nd the candidate

invariants. Later, the authors adopted decision tree learning al-

gorithms to classify samples with di�erent labels, and developed

two versions of ICE with decision tree algorithms. One is ICE-DT-

entropy (denoted as ICE-DT-e in the table) which chooses attributes

based on entropy loss. The other is ICE-DT-penalty (denoted as

ICE-DT-p in the table), which chooses attributes by penalizing cut-

ting implications. We show the results of three di�erent learning

algorithms in ICE in Table 3 and refer the reader to [24] for details.

We remark that the experiments with ICE are conducted with a

di�erent machine as its implementation only supports Windows

system. Di�erent environment may e�ect the learning time but not

the learning results. The platform is x64 Windows 7 Ultimate SP1

with 2.40GHz Intel Core i7 and 16G DDR3, which is less power-

ful than the machine used for other experiments. We thus set the

timeout to 10 minutes as compensation. InvGen is a tool which

generates linear arithmetic invariants, using a combination of static

and dynamic analysis techniques [29]. Lastly, CPAChecker [11] is

a state-of-the-art program veri�er. CPAChecker is on constant up-

grading. The version we use is the one used for SV-COMP 2017 [8].

Note that CPAChecker supports a variety of veri�cation methods

and it is con�gured in the exact same way as in SV-COMP 2017
1
.

For each tool, we show the veri�cation results and the time taken

for the veri�cation.

The results are shown in the last 5 columns of Table 3. We ob-

serve that di�erent learning algorithms implemented in ICE have

similar performance. ICE-CS fails to verify 14 (out of 35) programs,

ICE-DT-e fails to verify 13 programs and ICE-DE-p fails to verify 14

programs. In comparison, InvGen fails to verify 28 programs and

CPAChecker impressively manages to verify all but 2 programs.

CPAChecker’s performance is not surprising given it uses tech-

niques which go beyond loop invariant generation. In particular,

one example is adjustable predicate analysis [37], which combines

counterexample-guided abstraction re�nement (CEGAR), lazy pred-

icate abstraction, interpolation-based re�nement, and large-block

encoding. We are happy to take note that Zimu veri�es one example

which even CPAChecker fails to verify (i.e., square).

RQ3:Does Zimu incur signi�cant overhead? To answer this question,

we measure the time taken for each program by di�erent tools and

settings. We remark that the result on comparing the veri�cation

time should be taken with a grain of salt as these tools are based

on di�erent veri�cation methods. Though ICE was experimented

using a less powerful machine, it is proven to be e�cient timewise

nonetheless. Overall, Zimu uses more time (from seconds to two

minutes) than Zilu, ICE, InvGen and CPAChecker. This is because

Zimu takes many iterations to sample, learn and verify candidate

invariants. Furthermore, it incrementally explores the program

structure trying to learn a good cut. However, given that Zimu, in

all cases, manages to �nish with two minutes, we consider that

it is reasonably e�ciently. We do notice that CPAChecker may

take considerably longer time for verifying some programs. This is

probably due to a di�erent veri�cation engine is applied for those

programs after the initial one fails.

1
We are thankful for the help from a researcher in the SV-COMP evaluation team.
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6 RELATEDWORK
Many approaches have been proposed for the loop-invariant gen-

eration. Examples include those based on abstraction interpreta-

tion [19, 35, 40], those based on counterexample-guided abstraction

re�nement [5, 16, 31] or interpolation [30, 38, 39], and those based

on constraint solving and logical inference [17, 22, 28, 29]. In this

following, we review those most related to our work.

Machine learning based approaches This work is related to loop-

invariant generation using machine learning techniques. Besides

those mentioned previous sections, in [44], the authors proposed a

framework for generating invariants based on randomized search.

In particular, their approach has two phases. In the search phase,

randomized is used to discover candidate invariants. A checker is

then used to either prove or refute the candidate in the validate

phase. In [48], the authors proposed to generate samples through

constraint solving and learn loop-invariants based on SVM clas-

si�cation. In [47], the authors proposed to apply PAC learning

techniques for invariant generation. It has been demonstrated that

their approach may learn invariants in the form of arbitrary boolean

combinations of a given set of propositions (under certain assump-

tions). In [46], the authors developed a guess-and-check algorithm

to generate invariants in the form of algebraic equations. It learns

invariants in the form of polynomial equations by operating the

null space operation on matrix. In [23], Pranav Garg et. al proposed

to synthesize invariants by learning from implications along with

positive and negative samples. They further extend their approach

by modifying existing decision tree classi�cation algorithm with

heuristics adopted from [24]. These approaches apply advanced

learning algorithms for generating a complicated classi�er based

on program states, while our approach solves the problem by lever-

aging the program structure information.

Inferring Disjunctive Invariants This work is related to existing ap-

proaches on inferring disjunctive invariants for loop-containing

programs, some of which may also discover the invariants for prov-

ing some of our benchmarks. Template-based techniques [10, 17, 29]

can �nd precise invariants if the user provides appropriate disjunc-

tive templates. They are not fully automatic as the shape of the de-

sired invariant needs to be speci�ed in advance. Furthermore, their

applicability is limited by the lack of e�cient algorithms for solving

complex constraints, if users provide templates containing complex

constraints. The technique described in [25] uses counterexample

guided abstraction re�nement to tune widening strategies in an

abstract interpretation framework. [26] models invariant genera-

tion task as probabilistic inference, and apply learning techniques

to infer disjunctive invariants. Their technique is not guaranteed

to converge, and it is di�cult to characterize the class of loops for

which it succeeds. Their contribution also includes an algorithm

which extends the classical decision tree learning algorithm [42] to

construct small decision trees using statistical measures.

Structure-based Invariant Learning This work is related to work on

exploring program structures for code analysis tasks. The work

in [45] presents a technique to decompose multi-phase loops into

a semantically equivalent sequence of single-phase loops, each of

which requires simple, conjunctive invariants. The idea of learning

a complex invariant part by part is similar to our technique. There

are two problems with their approach. One is that it does apply

to any loop, i.e., a loop has to satisfy certain condition so that it

can be split. The other is that their approach may split the loops

unnecessarily. On the contrarily, our learning approach solves this

problem by adaptively uncover the program structure.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this work, we propose to generate disjunctive loop-invariant

through learning based on program structural information. We

present our cut-based invariant synthesis algorithm for learning

invariants. We also highlight a heuristic cut searching technique

according to program structure. For the future work, we would like

to explore possibilities to generate loop-invariants through mining

the program semantical information, which would complement the

current work.
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